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Abstract

Data Mining Cup is the world’s largest student data mining competition, organized by
prudsys AG. It is held annualy. e task of 2010 was maximising revenue by intelligent
couponing – some customers will decide to purchase again if given a discount coupon, re-
sulting in a pro t. On the other hand, wemust not give the discount to thosewhowill decide
to purchase again regardless, as not to incur a loss.

In our report we describe our approach to the issues we faced in trying to classify cus-
tomers as repurchasers and non-repurchasers using the data set of 32.429 instances (cus-
tomer orders) described with 38 attributes.

To create the nal classi cation model, we use a heuristic approach to try to improve
the results of a Parallel Random Forest algorithm by ne-tuning and human intuition.

1 Introduction
Our task consisted of maximising revenue by
intelligent couponing.

“Many customers only make an order in
an online shop once. ere are many rea-
sons why they do not make another order.
Online dealers try to counteract this us-
ing appropriate customer loyaltymeasures.
For example, a tried-and-tested method is
to hand out vouchers some time aer an
order to encourage the customer to make
a follow-on purchase. But from an eco-
nomic perspective sending vouchers to all
customers is not a good solution because
customers may make a second purchase
without the incentive.
Using the existing characteristics of a cus-
tomer’s initial order, such as order quantity
per type of goods, title and delivery weight,

a decision must be made on whether to
send a voucher worth €5.00.
e customers who receive a voucher
should be those who would not have de-
cided to re-order by themselves. e rea-
son for that is based on empirical results
— it should be assumed that the voucher
initiates a purchase with an average order
value of €20.00 in 10% of those not making
a purchase.
If a voucher is sent to a customer that
would have re-purchased anyway this re-
sults in a €5.00 loss for the dealer.
e aim is therefore to maximise revenue
by sending the vouchers to selected cus-
tomers [1].”

is was formalized as a table giving out-
comes depending on our decisions and actual
results.
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Table 1: Cost matrix of outcomes from [1]

Given the following variables

i = Customer number
gi = Coupon decision
ki = Purchase

the pro t was calculated using a formula

xi =


0 gi = 0

−5 gi = 1 ∧ ki = 1

1.5 gi = 1 ∧ ki = 0

e total pro t is then∑
i∈ customer numbers

xi

e task was presented as a data set of
32.429 previous purchases described with
38 attributes using which we had to decide
whether to give a coupon or not.

1.1 Dataset
e dataset originally consisted of 38 at-
tributes. We list the original attributes:

customernumber Unique customer num-
ber

date Date of rst order

salutation Whether the customer ismale, fe-
male or a company

title Whether the title is available

domain E-mail provider domain

datecreated Date the account was opened

newsletter Whether the customer is sub-
scribed to a newsletter

paymenttype

deliverytype

invoicepostcode Invoice address postcode

voucher

advertisingdatacode

case Value of goods (1-5)

numberitems

gi Gi option

entry Entry into the shop

points Points redeemed

shippingcosts Whether the shipping cost
was incurred

deliverydatepromised

deliverydatereal

weight Shipment weight

remi Number of remitted items

cancel Number of cancelled items

used Number of used items

w0-w10 Ten attributes enumerating the
number of various types of items or-
dered

target90 Whether the customer re-ordered
within 90 days

e data set contained a number of at-
tributes which had most of the values miss-
ing. Also, there were some obvious outliers.
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2 Our Approach
is section concerns with our approach to
the problem, from getting to know the data
set through the initial tests up to the nal ver-
sion of our model.

2.1 Initial tests
In order to better understand the given data
set we conducted a series of experiments us-
ing various algorithms for classi cation as
well as those for attribute selection.

Our goal was to nd those attributes
which givemore information on customer re-
ordering within 90 days.

Our approach was two-fold. Firstly,
we performed tests using classi cation algo-
rithms to see if some fared better than the
others in correctly classifying our test set. As
some algorithms usually do better with sets
showing certain properties, apart from nd-
ing better algorithms per se, we could also
nd algorithms better-suited to our dataset,

inferring some information of the data set at-
tributes (for example, whether the data set is
noisy).

Algorithms used in that manner include:

• Naive Bayes

• J48 decision tree

• K-Nearest Neighbours

• Boosted algorithm groups

• Bagging

• Random Forest

• Parallel Random Forest1

e most robust algorithm according to our
tests was the Parallel Random Forest algo-
rithm (further on referred as PARF).

Secondly, we used attribute selection al-
gorithms in order to nd attributes which
carry more weight in our decision. Such al-
gorithms were standard algorithms included
with WEKA [5] were for example:

• ReliefF Attribute evaluation

• InfoGain Attribute evaluation

• Cfs Subset Evaluation

It is worth noting that PARF uses an attribute
selection algorithmof its own. It is possible to
use only k most-important attributes found
in building the initial forest to rebuild the for-
est [4].

e test were usually performed using 10-
fold cross validations or percentage splits, de-
pending on the complexity of algorithms and
the importance of the tests.

2.2 Modifying the data set
2.2.1 Balancing the classes

e initial set was unbalanced in regard to
class – the ratio of “zeroes” and “ones” was
approximately 4.3. e lack of positive ex-
amples proved to be a difficulty for most of
the tested classi ers. Because of that we tried
to somehow balance the number of instances
belonging to positive and negative classes.

Some of the approaches we entertained
were:

• Combining the set all of the instances
of the positive class with a randomly
sampled subset of negative classed in-
stances of equal size

• Duplicating randomly chosen positive
instances

• Creating new positive instances by
combining existing positive instances
[2, 3]

e test results were not promising, so we
abandoned the idea of arti cially balancing
the classes. Instead of that we decided to
use weighting on the classi cation in order to
skew the classi cations to our advantage.

1from Ruđer Bošković Institute, http://www.irb.hr/en/cir/projects/info/parf/
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2.2.2 Creating new attributes

We acknowledged the difficulties of algo-
rithms in discerning information present in
the data set implicitly rather than explicitly.

Examples of such information are:

• e difference between promised and
real delivery dates

• e amount of time it took the buyers
to make their rst order aer register-
ing

• Whether the items included the adver-
tising codes (as opposed to what the
codes actually are)

• e actual number of received items
(#ordered - (#canceled + #remitted))

• Average item weight

• Whether the customers downloaded
some items

• e proximity of public holidays

We created new attributes exposing such im-
plicit information, and so increased the at-
tribute count to 48.

In order to verify the quality of those new
attributes, we used attribute selection algo-
rithms. Newly introduced attributes ranked
among the top 10 attributes in most of the at-
tribute selection algorithms used.

2.3 Parallel Random Forest
e Random Forest is a well known algo-
rithm. e Parallel Forest algorithm imple-
mentation from Institute of Ruđer Bošković2
offers additional customization options like
classi cation weighting and attribute rank-
ing. Following the attribute ranking, the for-
est can be regrown using only the attributes
with highest values. Additional details can be
found in [4].

2.4 Heuristic approach
As previously noted, of all the tested algo-
rithms, PARF proved to be the best choice for
our dataset. We tried to think of a way to help
or guide PARF using the experience gained
during our work with the provided data.

To exploit our experience in obtaining
better results, we have put forth the following
two working assumptions:

1. ere are some intuitive groupings of
customers in respect to a small number
of attributes.

2. Assuming a set divided into smaller
groups of customers, it is possible to
obtain better results by experimenting
with different parameters of PARF al-
gorithm and choosing the most appro-
priate ones

For example, it is likely for a customer which
usually downloads and is also receiving a
newsletter to repeat the order. erefore, we
could weight our decision heavily to avoid
giving the coupon to re-purchasers.

As initial tests were promising, we have
decided to push forward in using this ap-
proach.

3 Experiment and Discus-
sion

In this section we describe in more detail the
outcome of our approach.

With our working assumptions in mind,
we developed an iterative approach to solv-
ing the given task. We noted that there is a
base pro t of around 9000 which can be at-
tained automatically. e results of our tests
had given us an expected pro t.

1. Let S0 be the set of all instances

2. If possible, nd an intuitive attribute
split of input set S0,...,k to obtain sets

2Ruđer Josip Bošković (Dubrovnik, 18. May 1711. – Milano, 13. February 1787.), a theologian, physicist,
astronomer, mathematician, philosopher, diplomat, poet, Jesuit.
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Si,...,1, . . . , Si,...,l, where k and l are
numbers of attribute classes in their re-
spective steps

3. For each of the newly generated sets,
perform step 2 again

4. Test the algorithm parameters on all
obtained subsets of S0, and decide
whether to use PARF (if so, also de-
cide on the parameters) or classify all
instances of the subset in a single class

Simply put, we have been building a decision
tree in which the nal subsets are leaves. We
call the approach iterative becausewe use step
4 to verify our assumptions on the “intuitive-
ness” of our splits, and gain some form of
feedback. We might try to backtrack if that
would help the nal solution. A section of the
created tree is visible in Figure 1.

Additionally, we tested classi cation on
the subsets using various parameters of
PARF. We tried increasing classi cation
weights and discerning the behaviour of prof-
its. If we noticed that the pro ts rose up
to a certain point then to start falling again
we reasoned, that the weights at that point
are probably close to optimum weights. e
splitting facilitated testing of PARF parame-
ters by decreasing of number of instances to
be processed.

Finally, the expected pro t is the sum of
expected pro ts on all leaves.

3.1 Evaluation Criterion
e evaluation criterion of a model was a
combination of a couple of factors:

• e intuitiveness of the attribute splits
used to obtain the nal sets

• e quality of classi cation results ob-
tained by PARF

• If applicable, the difference in pro ts
with different parameters of PARF

e nal two points were measured quantita-
tively by expected pro t, according to results
achieved on the train set.

3.2 Experimental Results and Ex-
planation

e following table contains tests performed
on the extended data set of attributes, us-
ing the most promising algorithms according
to tests performed on the original data set.

Algorithm Expected
pro t

Percentage
increase

k-NN ≈10000 11
PARF ≈11000 22
Heuristic
PARF

≈11500 27

Table 2: Approximate values for expected
pro ts according to our experiments

As can be seen from the table, our heuris-
tic approach should give an 5% increase to the
quality of classi cation.

e explanations we offer to that increase
are:

assuming the expected increase is true

• Our intuition helped nd good
splits

• Smaller set sizes enabled us to
grow larger forests, improving the
classi cation results

assuming the expected increase is not true

• Over tting

• Insufficient experiment repeti-
tions coupled with cognitive bias
produced overly optimistic ex-
pectations
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4 Conclusion and Future
Work

To summarize, we offer our conclusions in a
list.

• Arti cially balancing the classes de-
creased the quality of the solution in
our tests. Most probable reasons for
that are:

1. Noisiness of the original set
2. Insufficient knowledge on using

the techniques appropriate to the
given data set

• Producing new attributes helped im-
prove the solution by≈10%. Not all of
the new attributes were of equal value
for the increase in pro t.

• Assuming our test exposed the differ-
ences correctly, using a heuristic ap-
proach coupled with PARF helped to
further increase the pro t for≈5%.

In our further work we should use statistical
analysis to check the assumptions laid out as
parts of our conclusions. We could also try to
work around the noisiness of the dataset.
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Figure 1: Section of the built decision tree
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